
First Mobility – Erasmus + 2018-2020
« Jouer pour grandir »

« Play to grow »
KA229

France – Greece – Poland

Mobility C2

Host country : France
Adress of the school     :   
École maternelle publique
2, rue du 19 mars 1962
17470 Aulnay de Saintonge
FRANCE

Sunday 2nd december 2018     :   
* Integration meeting
* Visit of the village’s market and history of the village
* Local cultural trip

Monday 3rd december     :   8h30/12h00 - 13h30/16h30
Morning :
* Visit of the school, the class and adult presentation.
* Quick presentation in each class.
* Administrative checkpoint.
Afternoon :
* Job shadowing in the class

Evening :
* Visit of the church and the dungeon, « Welcome night » with the mayor of the city
* Free time

Tuesday 4th december     :   8h30/12h00 - 13h30/16h30
Morning:
* Presentation of the « Favorites Games » with the notice created by the pupils. Presentation and 
explanations in the class.
* Job shadowing
Afternoon:
* Presentation of the « Favorites Games » with the notice created by the pupils. Presentation and 
explanations in the class. 
* Job shadowing

Evening :
* Visit of the « ludothèque » (Toys Library) of Saint Jean d’angély
* Visit of the city of Saint Jean d’Angély (cultural time) and diner in a local restaurant

Wednesday 5th december : (Wednesday is a free-school-day in France)
* Visit of Niort : historicals and culturals visits



Thursday 6th december     :   8h30/12h00 - 13h30/16h30
Morning :
* Visioconference with the welcomed teatcher. France class and foreign teatcher call the class of the
foreign teatcher : greetings, answers/questions, song, oral exchanges...
* Work on the Actions Sheets and work on eTwinning
Afternoon :
* Presentation of the « Favorites Games » with the notice created by the pupils. Presentation and 
explanations in the class. 
* Job shadowing

Evening :
* Games time and balance of the day
* Free time

Friday 7th december     :   8h30/12h00 - 13h30/16h
Morning :
* Visit of the High school of Aulnay and job shadowing.
* Lunch at the High School.
Après-midi :
* Possible closure of unfinished activities.
* Balance sheet of the week
* Observation and help during the « game time of the week » of the school.

Evening :
* « Game night » with the representatives of the institutions and the locals partners

Saturday 8th december     :   
* Farewell breakfast and personnal time
* Travel to the airport


